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97%
(28)

3% (1)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.365.235.425.175.345.085.9774%29Overall, this was an effective instructor.19

93%
(27)

7% (2)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.415.305.475.265.405.225.9374%29The instructor was available for consultation with students.18

93%
(27)

3% (1)3% (1)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.455.345.535.335.465.295.974%29  The instructor encouraged student opinions and participation.17

90%
(26)

10% (3)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.525.435.605.435.555.415.974%29  The instructor demonstrated thorough knowledge of the subject.16

93%
(27)

7% (2)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.485.355.555.345.495.275.9374%29The instructor created/supported a classroom environment that was respectful.15

90%
(26)

7% (2)3% (1)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.295.135.335.055.224.925.8674%29The instructor presented course content effectively.14

97%
(28)

3% (1)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.345.225.415.195.285.125.9774%29The instructor was organized.13

86%
(25)

14% (4)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.245.105.255.005.244.945.8674%29Overall, this was an effective course.7

90%
(26)

7% (2)3% (1)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.255.115.255.005.244.955.8674%29I learned a great deal in this course.6

100%
(29)

0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.325.185.355.105.335.03674%29Assignments and exams reflected what was covered in the course.5

93%
(27)

3% (1)3% (1)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.255.115.275.025.234.925.974%29The course materials were helpful in meeting course objectives.4

93%
(27)

7% (2)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.245.125.335.075.284.995.9374%29The course content was well organized.3

86%
(25)

14% (4)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.345.215.385.135.355.055.8674%29The course objectives were met.2

86%
(25)

14% (4)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)5.385.235.425.175.405.125.8674%29The course objectives were clearly stated.1
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Great teacher! Was very professional and knowledgeable about the course and was always helpful!

Sandvik really cared about the success of his students. He was always willing to answer questions and go over concepts if students asked.

I liked the powerpoint presentation style and professor was always willing to go back over subjects.

Was very available for tutoring and assistance. Went out of his way to hold out of class sessions for students that wanted help.

He is my new all time favorite instructor thus far in my college career. He loves the subject, he loves teaching, and you can tell he genuinely cares about our success. I was super nervous going into the class, because everyone talks
poorly about finance classes, but he helped me be excited and enjoy this course. GREAT instructor, especially considering he is only a PHD student.

Jason was fantastic. No complaints or criticisms of any kind.

Jason was available and expanded on anh question that was asked. He took great steps in ensuring student success in exams such as study sessions and review solutions. His only downside is that atlas shrugged is his favorite book.

I liked Jason's clear instructions and thorough teaching style

 Instructor Comments

the course was very organized and materials were effective in learning the subject. I was able to learn a lot in this class and I felt Jason's way of teaching was top notch.

Professor Sandvik made it his mission to make sure everyone learned and understood the material. He was great at reviewing old material and new material each day so that we never forgot the important stuff. He really went out of his
way to be available as much as possible so that he could help students.

Really helpful study tools and review guides with answers was awesome

The material was covered very well during his lectures and the quizzes contributed greatly to the learning process

The only thing that was difficult was when doing example problems there was often times errors made by you which resulted in a lot of confusion when trying to learn and understand the new concepts

Jason was incredible. He assisted us in any way possible and was a great teacher . The final in the lecture hall was challenging for a test that requires space for scratch work. Overall great course.

 Teaching methods and skills were very effective.

The course design included going over different math problems many times using similar methods. This ultimately helped me the learn the concepts well. Also, having at least one class to go over the material that would show up on an
upcoming quiz was very helpful.

The book towards the end of the class seemed ineffective in explaining the material.

Power points Office hours

Sandvik is dope. His test reviews were great, and he never lied about material or tossed any curve balls at us.

Great examples and coverage of content required for tests.

Sandvik was extremely organized and his quizzes, as well as his test reviews were extremely helpful in learning the material and preparing us for exams.

Challenging, but engaging course. The pace was not too quick so for someone like myself who doesn't usually excel at math, this was great. Everything we learned really built nicely on top of itself and gives us a great opening into the
financial world.

This was my second time taking this course and this was much more organized and well thought out way of teaching it. The structure of the class made it easier to learn.

The mid-term and final review packets were super helpful in preparing for exams.

Material taught ensured that we had the concepts needed to be successful on tests

Ability for 2 chances on quizzes. Availability of slides on canvas for review.

He was very clear in his presentation to the class. The things we covered in class helped us to be prepared for both what to expect on the homework and the exam to not be frustrated, but to accurately learn the material.

The exam reviews, study sessions, and Jason's availability.

Effective instruction and responsive engaging instructor
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Jason was a great teacher and I would say one of the best I have had. I would strongly recommend him and wouldn't hesitate to take another class from him. Jason was very knowledge and passionate about the subject which made
learning enjoyable. I believe Jason would do very well as a full time professor if he decided to pursue it.

amazing instructor.

The instructors knowledge of the subject and his efforts for us to understand the subject helped immensely. He understood all of the material and was always willing to help us when we had problems. Fabulous instructor.

He was very willing to help the students understand in every way and held study days for people who wanted to master the material

I loved how quick to respond he was and that he really cared about our success in the course. The exam reviews were also great and very helpful.

Really helpful and knowledgeable; he presented the content in a way that we could grasp easily and was a very good teacher.

The instructor had thorough reviews in order to make sure each student succeeded. He was great at communicating with the class in person and through canvas. I never felt lost in this course because the instructor was amazing.

Jason was amazing. Well organized and gotnthrough to all the students . Amazing guy!!

He was very organized, very considerate with our class and taught the content very well. He prioritize our time and his class. He is very responsive to questions and emails about any question and doubt we have. So far he is the best
professor.

The instructor was always quick to respond to any questions that I asked him over the internet. Also, if multiple people had the same question, he would dedicate a portion of the class to go over the problem thoroughly.

Sandvik has such great energy, and come's everyday to work with such a passion to teach. He explains things very well and slowly so that everyone can follow along and benefit greatly from his knowledge.

Jason was one of my favorite professors so far. He truly cared about us students learning the course material, and thoroughly explained all the material and prepared us for the department final.

Funny so it kept the class interesting and he truly enjoyed teaching

Was able to break problems down into their component parts and described each step required to solve the problem. Jason was always willing to discuss tangent trains of thought in regards to the material and if he didn't know the
answer it would find out and let you know either by email / the next class.

Jason Sandvik made a complicated topic like finance easy to understand and was always willing to help students either in class or during his office hours. He made sure we understood the material and went over the topics thoroughly.

Jason is hands-down one of the best instructors on this campus. His teaching style is great, he is always available to answer questions and really goes out of his way to make sure we are all on the same page before moving on to the
next topic. His midterm and final reviews were always extremely helpful. he is very knowledgeable and made learning finance something engaging and doable. For someone who is not good at math, like myself, I had a lot of fears
about this class, but Jason made this class possible for me and I really didn't feel like I was ever lost or something just wasn't possible to figure out. If I had enough time left on campus, I would take another class from him just because I
feel like he sets you up very well for success. I have no criticism; keep doing what you're doing!
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